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Estimating Excess Liquidity Demand for PNG 
Considering the persistent high level of excess liquidity in Papua New Guinea (PNG), estimation of its 
determinants is critical to understanding its sources and potential implication. This will enable policy 
makers to design appropriate policy measures to address this issue. This paper estimates a demand 
model for excess reserves in PNG. The approach is twofold; first, the paper establishes the 
determinants of excess liquidity and second, it uses the factors to construct precautionary and 
involuntary components of excess reserves, which the distinction is significant to determine if excess 
reserves pose a threat to price stability. Using monthly data from 2002 to 2016 and the General Methods 
of Moments (GMM) econometric model, the study established that excess reserve in PNG is mainly 
composed of involuntary excess reserves. The main involuntary excess reserve factors include private 
sector and government deposits, credit to private sector and government, investments in the domestic 
debt securities and an increase in foreign exchange reserves. Precautionary factors explained a smaller 
portion of excess reserves and include mainly the cash reserve requirement, currency risks, and 
volatility in the private sector deposits. With these empirical finding, one can conclude that excess 
liquidity in PNG is a demand-induced phenomenon, that is, it is largely driven by the reduction in the 
demand for loans. This means that a sudden increase in aggregate demand in the economy could result 
in an increase in demand for loans, thereby inducing an increase in the growth in lending to the private 
sector. This could in turn exert upward pressure on the price level in the economy. However, the impact 
channel from aggregate demand shock to private sector credit and to price level is yet to be tested for 
PNG, although this has been found to be true for other similar countries with the issue of excess liquidity 
in the banking system. As it is, higher excess liquidity poses threat to price stability and overall 
macroeconomic stability if aggregate demand conditions suddenly improve in the economy. 
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